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More than two dozen VUSL
faculty, staff and students gathered Friday morning to dedicate a tree in memory of Rich
Blennerhassett. The 56-year old
unexpectedly passed away last
December.
Blennerhassett was the
Associate Administrator for
Technology at VUSL. He had
served in the U.S. Army in
Vietnam and was an aviation
enthusiast, licensed as -a pilot
and member of the Experimental
Aircraft Association.
"Rich was such a good guy.
We just wanted to do something

to honor his memories," stated
Associate Dean Persyn. Dean
Persyn led the drive to remember
Blennerhassett with a tree and
a memorial plaque. "Everyone
was very generous - we were
able to get twice the tree we
had originally planned on." The
tree is located on the comer of
Greenwich and Freeman Streets.
VUSL has also created the
Rich Award, which bears the
motto "Diligimus pro Diligentia."
The award has already been
granted to three staff members for
their hard work and dedication.
Blennerhassett's wife Debbie
is Circulation Supervisor for
VuSL's library. Debbie stated, "It
was just so great, it was so much
more than what I imagined."

rtesy
m
Debbie Blennerhassett at the tree dedication for her late husband and
former associate administrator for technology, Rich Blennerhassett.

Ghostbusters at the Porter County Courthouse
BY JEAN STARR
Times Corres ondent
Packing cameras, sound
recording devices, heat-sensing
equipment and other paraphernalia, Ghost Trackers of Northwest
Indiana on Friday, April 29~
2005, stalked· the Porter County
Courthouse in search of the paranormal.
According to the group's
president, Mike McDowell,
it came to sense the triggers imperceptible evidence of past
occurrences like murder and
suicide. The group's goal: to find
evidence of things that happened
in the courthouse's history to
cause unworldly beings to haunt
the place.
The group, which consists
of about 300 members through-

out the state, began in 2000.
According to Dan Wilbur, of the
Lafayette chapter, the group
asks the spirits
questions like,
"Do you have
any messages?"
They validate
answers by asking for the entity's mother's
maiden name or
.. other means of
corroboration.
The small
group traipsed
slowly up each
flight of stairs.
The first ·stop
was a secondfloor courtroom.
Leaving
the
lights out, Ghost Trackers warned

one another before triggering
their cameras with a "flash"
announcement.
Gliding slowly
through
the
dark, snapping
flash photos,
alerting
one
another
to
blips on their
electromagnetic
field
microphones
that there was
"something" in
the room with
them.
McDowell
spoke a litany
of questions:
"Tell us your
name," "How
long have you
been here?'' "Is there someone

you loved or cared about that
was sentenced here?"
On the third-floor landing,
a member of the group stopped
and retraced her steps.
"Something happened here,
a fight or something," she told
the others. ~~It started here and
went down the stairs, a very bad
struggle.n
None of the trackers claimed
to have psychic abilities. Most
rely on various tools, from heat
sensQrs to pendulums. Most say
they just want to know why
certain places are rumored to be
"haunted. ~
The trackers won't know
the results for at least a week.
They plan on presenting what
they found to the County
Commission.
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In every organization there are always
those people who are in the limelight. And
then there are those who balance everything out who are never seen bl!t who
are just as important to the running of the
show.
The FORUM was lucky to have two
such frontrunners who have done their due
and who will be moving on to their professional careers as the school year comes to a
close. They are the ones who stayed in the
office for countless hours; writing, editing,
paying the bills, and-doing everything no
one else wanted
or had the time
to do. .
'
They made the paper function and
along with the rest ·o f the Staff have made
The FORUM something to be proud of.
We will miss them, but we will never for~
get the memories each of them has brought
to us and everything that we have learned
along· the way.
There could not have been two more
different people that somehow always
picked up where the other left off and created something that can be called a reputable law student publication.
This last issue of the FORUM for
the school year represents the effort bf
the 2005-06 Editorial Board. This issue is
bittersweet for those of us on the FORUM
staff. Two individuals who have been
responsible in l~rge· part for the quality
product you hold in your hands are graduating and commencing their certain to be
successful legal careers. Please take a
moment to honor the accomplishments of
Jonathan Pasky and Bill Smith.

Jonathan Pasky,
Editor in Chief 2003~2005

Jonathan _Pasky had a vision for the
FORUM beginning as early as his IL year.
In fact, the FORUM had been defunct until

Bill Smith
Managing Editor 2003~ 2005

September of 2002, when Shane Cigel
brought the publication back to life.
In his 1L year, Jonathan was a copy
editor with bigger and better plans for the
FORUM. In 2003; Jonathan stepped up
and took control of the student publication as Editor in Chief, leading a small
but dedicated staff of four individuals. The
dimensions of the paper changed as well as
well as the format, layout and circulation.
In his second year as Editor in Chief,
Jonathan introduced the alumni initiative.
The circulation ipcreased from 800 in
2004, to 2,000 in 2005. There are 1,200
alumni in the immediate area that now
receive the written work of VUSL students every month. In addition, the quality of both the writing and production has
remarkably improved in the past year.
Jonathan will be doing trademark and
patent -work at Botkin & Hall, LLP, in
South Bend, Indiana.

Bill Smith became involved with
the FORUM in 2003- as Managing Editor
and continued to hold the position this
year a~ well. The Managing Editor's primary responsibjlity requires managing the
finances of the FORUM. However, Bill
took on more responsibility than required
of his position and contributed to the
improving quality of the FORUM with
every issue.
Bill adopted various tasks such as
assisting with advertising, layout, copy
editing and also embraced the monstrous
task of administering the alumni mailing
every month. Bill will be re_turning to Fort
Wayne, Indiana, after graduation.

Thank you Jon & Bill for all of your hard -work over the
past t-wo years and good luck in your legal careers!
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By Erin Guy

RECENT SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
CRIMINAL LAW & PROCEDURE,
INTERNATIONAL LAW
• People convicted of crime overseas can
still own a gun
·Small v. U.S., 2005 U.S. LEXIS 3700 (April26, 2005).
Petitioner Small was convicted in a Japanese court
of trying to smuggle firearms and ammunition into Japan.
Small served five years in prison and then returned to the
United States, at which time he bought a gun. Small had
answered "no" to the felony conviction question on a federal form when he bought the handgun in 1998 a few days
after he was paroled from a Japanese prison for violating
weapons laws in that country.

Small was indicted in 2000 for lying on the form and
for illegally owning two pistols and 335 rounds of ammunition. Federal authorities charged Small under 18 U.S.C.
§ 922(g)(l), which forbids "any person ... convicted in
any court ... of a ~rime punishable by imprisonment for
a term exceeding one year . . . to . . . possess .·., any firearm."
Small pleaded guilty while reserving the right to
challenge his conviction on the ground that his earlier
conviction, being foreign, fell outside §922(g)(l )'s scope.
The Federal District Court and the Third Circuit rejected
this argument.
However, the Supreme Court held that §922(g)(l),
which prohibits a person who has been "convicted in any
court" encompasses only domestic, not foreign, convictions. In fact, the Court ruled that people convicted of
crimes overseas may own a gun in the United States.
The issue in this case was how to interpret 18 U.S.C.
§ 922{g)( 1), which purports to prohibit felons who have
been convicted in "any court" from owning guns.
Justice Breyer, joined by Justices Stevens, O'Connpr,
Souter and Ginsburg contended that "any court" was only
applicable to domestic courts. However, Justice Thomas
wrote a dissent with Justices Scalia and Kennedy which
indicated that the statute should be interpreted literally to
mean·any court, including foreign courts.
The majority contended that applying the law to
foreign convictions was unfair because procedural protections are often less in international courts. The Court
reasoned that U.S. law, which prohibits felons who have
been convicted in "any court" from owning guns, apphes

THE

only to domestic crimes. The Court concluded that if
Congress intended foreign convictions to apply, Congress
can rewrite the law to specify such a restriction.

AGRICULTURE, CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
• High court rules against pesticide makers
Bates v. Dow AgroSciences LLC, 2005 U.S. LEXIS 3706
(April 27, 2005).
Section 136v(b) of the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) does not
preclude states from providing a remedy to farmers
and others who are injured as a result of a manufacturer's violation of FIFRA's labeling requirement.
Pesticide manufacturers lost in their Supreme Court bid
to avoid facing products liability lawsuits in state courts
nationwide.
By a 7-2 vote, the Court said most state tort actions
are not prohibited by federal law, contrary to the arguments of the industry. The case against Dow AgroSciences
was brought by a group of 29 peanut farmers who sued in
Texas-courts, claiming that the pesticide Strongarm dam.
aged their crops in 2000.
Dow claimed that state court actions were pre-empted
by the labeling provision of FIFRA. The Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals agreed with Dow that the state suit was
pre-empted because if the farmers won, Dow would likely
change its product label~.
But the Court disagreed and reasoned that lawsuits
filed in state courts do not amount to "requirements."
The majority reversed the Fifth Circuit's contentions and
indicated that is was incorrect to assume that adverse jury
verdicts which might induce pesticide manufacturers to
change their labels should be viewed as a requirement.
The Court noted that there are various common law
rules that apply to businesses but do not affect labeling
and packaging, and as a result' are not preempted.
However, Justice Stevens indicated that it was possible that FIFRA might pre-empt state law claims involving
fraud or "failll.re to wam"-because they relate more closely
to labeling requirements. The Court remanded the case to
the Fifth Circuit for fmdings on that issue.
Justice Thomas joined by Justice Scalia agreed with
most of the ruling but dissented in part, arguing that
FIFRA definitely pre-empts state fraud and "failure to
warn" claims.
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DOCKET·
RECENT ORAL ARGUMENT
CRIMINAL LAW & PROCEDURE.
• High court to decide who pays for indigents' guilty pleas
Halbert v. Michigan, 03-10198 (April 25, 2005).
The Supreme Court heard arguments on April 25,
2005, over whether' a Michigan law discriminates against
the poor by barring the state from paying for appeals for
indigent defendants who plead guilty.
The Michigan law was aimed at helping clear a
backlog of more than 4,000 cases before the appeals
court. One-third of the claims were from defendants who
had pleaded guilty. Most of the defendants were seeking
reduced sentences.
The l~w under review was approved by Michigan
voters in 1994.It bars automatic appeals for defendants
who plead guilty or no conte~t unless they fall under a
limited set of exceptions, including if a prosecutor seeks
an appeal. Defendants can still ask the Michigan Court
of Appeals for permission to appeal, but that request is
seldom granted.
Michigan is the only state with such a law. However,
17 states are backing its ·case, and advocates for the poor
are wo~ed thos_e states will pass similar laws if Michigan
prevails.
The 17 states supporting Michigan are: Louisiana,
· Alabama, Colorado, Hawaii, Indiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah and
Washington.
The case involves Antonio Dwayne Halbert, who
plead no contest in 2001 to two .child molestation charges
and received up to 30 years in prison. Halbert, who has
learning disabilities, has unsuccessfully sought a stateappointed lawyer to appeal based on his contention that
the length of his sentence was improperly calculated:
David Moran, a Wayne State l.Jniversity law professor representing Halbert, contended during oral arguments
that although the law does not stop someone from seeking
an appeal, the law created separate justice systems for the
rich and poor. However, Justice Scalia responded during
arguments that, "A right to ask for an appeal is not a right
to get an appeal."

RECENT CASE GRANTED CERTIORARI
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
• Supreme Court to hear dispute over· student loan repayments
Lockhart v. U.S., 2005 U.S. LEXIS 3541 (April25,
2005).

.

High Court said on April 25, 2005, that it will consider whether the federal government can seize a person's
Social Security payments to pay off student loan debts

• •
that are at least a decade old. The case hinges on a pair
of congressional statutes that send mixed messages as to
whether Social Security payments are shielded: the Debt
Collection Act and the Higher Education Act (HEA).
Justices will decide what Congress ultimately intended
when it revised the two laws.
Justices agreed to hear an _appeal by James Lockhart,
a disabled man who says he needs his monthly check ~
pay for food and medication. The San Francisco-based
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals sided with the U.S.
Department of Education, which wants to seize his Social
Security checks.
When Congress passed the HEA in 1991, it eliminated the 10-year time limit on the· government's right
to seek repayment on defaulted student loans by seizing
payments to individuals.
However, the Debt Collection Act created an exception to that rule for Social Security payments. Congress
eventually amended that law to allow the seizure of Social
. Security payments, but then left intact a separate provision
that continued to set a 10-year time limit.
However, the case will not be heard until the Court's
next term beginning in October and the justices will
decide what Congress ultimately intended when it made
the series of revisions to the two -laws.
According to the Bush administration's Supreme
Court filing, billions of dollars are at stake. There is nearly
seven billion_dollars in delinquent student loan debt, half
of which is more than 10 years old. However, attorneys
against the law countered that a ruling for , the government puts at risk the Social Security funds that millions
of people rely on.

The Docket is a regular feature of The Forum. If you
know of any recent and interesting cases and would like
to have them appear in this space, e-mail your ideas to
forum@valpo. edu.
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Moot Court
Honor Socie

whole. The Moot Court Honor Society,
when competing, is a reflection of the
university and we take tremendous pride
FouNDED 1971
Stephen in achieving recognition for Valpo School
KELLY A. VANDERWALL, Editor in Chief
MARINA RICCI, Managing Editor
of Law.
Starks
MELISSA DuRHAM, Production Editor
HEATHER MaNTEI, Executive Editor
The society will strive to achieve the
aforementioned goals by contemplating
the retention of a moot court coach who
am so excited about the things the
will counsel the society on issues such as
Moot Court Honor Society will be
brief writing, court room demeanor, and
doing in the 2005-06 school year.
general advocacy tips that will take our
The outgoing board, under the leadership
competitors to the next level.
of Chief Justice Joe Langerak, has done
Additionally, the society will add
a fabulous job and has set a tremendous
more emphasis on brief-writing skills
example of professionalism, focus, and
in preparation for national competitions
dedication which I, as Chief Justice,
and create a database of information on
will use to lead the Executive Board this
current, past and future national competiupcoming year. The new board is comA wise 1L legal writing profes- your reputation is no longer indiprised of individuals who I truly could not tions. These plans along with the continusor once said that reputation is the
vidual. It becomes reflective of
ation of inft'roved student-faculty cooperbe more honored and excited about workmost valuable asset one has in the
those around you as well. Your
ative relationships will be the backbone of
ing with.
legal field. It is the one thing .you
actions will make a difference not
the society's advancement for the 2005-06
The new board for '05-?06 is an allacademic
year.
star
cast
of
talent
including:
Josh
Brown,
only to your future, but to your
have complete_and total control
The
Moot
Court Honor Society
Associate
Justice
of
Finance
(Swygert
over. You control your work ethic, peers' as well. A great job on your
appreciates the interest of the Valparaiso
winner and best oralist); Elizabeth
you cont~ol the job you accept
part may convince partners to open
University School of Law family. We
Tosh, Associate Justice of Swygert
and you control your ethic3;l oblidoors for future students.
look forward to serving the law school
(Swygert winner); Cortney Schaffer,
gations. Whatever job you find
Likewise, poor judgment on
and eagerly anticipate seeing all of you at
-Associate Justice of-IL Try-O~ts_(Evans
Competition Quarterfinalist); Michael - -- our events such as the Luther M. Swygert
yourself in this summer, first year
your part, intentional or not; will
competition which will be an awesome
associate, summer associate, pubclose opportunities for others. Like Ruff, Associate Justice of Judging; and
opportunity for everyone to see what
Kelly Vanderwall, Associate Justice
lic interest, pro bono, or Starbucks it or not, you are judged by those
great oralists we have been blessed with
of Interschool Competitions (Evans
Barista, hold fast to the reputation
you choose to associate with; the
this year and an esteemed panel of judges
Competition Quarterfinalist). I am very
you have begun to develop.
actions of other VUSL students
who will certainly make the event worth
proud of this board and together we will
attending. We thank all of you for your
take Moot Court to the next level.
Reputation is seemingly an
will make an impact on the way
support.
Lastly, I would like to congratuSome
of
o~initiatives
for
the
elusive concept. After all, reputayou are viewed in the job market.
late all of the newly selected members
upcoming year include increasing Moot
tion is not only a reflection of selfIn a market where finding a
who worked extremely hard throughout
Court's competitiveness in the national
perception~ but also the perception
legal job seems equivalent to find- Moot Court arena and eleyating national
the seleetion process to make our society!
of an individual in the work coming a diamond in the rough, it is
Welcome. ·
awareness and respect for Valparaiso's .
appellate advocacy skills. Both of these
munity. Reputation can be develup to each of us to open doors
initiatives will increase the reputation of
Stephen is a 2L and can be reached at
oped quickly or slowly, as a result
for other VUSL students entering
sstarks30@hotmail.com.
our university and the student body as a·

EDITORIAL

l

You determine my future

of one incident or a culmination of the job market. We face competiseveral.
tion on all fronts, from IU, Notre
Unfortunately, a bad reputation Dame, and the half dozen law
more often develops as a result of
schools in the Chicago market.
one incident of unbridled frustraThe work you do beginning this
tion. Contrastingly, a good reputasummer affects VUSL as an instition results from several instances
tution and can make it easier or
of exhibiting grace under fire and
harder for future VUSL students to
self-restraint. Reputation is a result find work.
of self-confidence, self-initiative,
Best of luck to the 3L class
and dedication. It begins as early
as you venture out into the workas your first written corresponforce. May your reputation exceed
dence in a cover letter and resume. your highest expectations.
When you enter the legal field,

.
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Summer magic
member the feeling you got
during childhood as time inched
Student Bar
oward the last days of school?
Association
As the daylight lingered for hours and
the night air stayed warm, an eager
restlessness would steal over you: summer is coming. That familiar feeling of
excitement and transition - something
law firms, clerking with judges, or volunnew, something different -_ is back again,
teering with public interest organizations,
and it represents something special for
as we try to find out niche in the legal
everyone.
profession. ·
For the graduating class, summer
For new students, summer reprerepresents the transition from being stusents preparing to embark on the journey
dents to becoming lawyers. Best wishes
we've already begun, and each of them
to each of you as you tackle the bar exam
will make the transition in their own way.
-you're almost there. You've come this
They will arrive at VUSL in August, fresh
far and are only months from the "finish
from undergraduate study, or from establine, in the final stretch of this three-year
lished careers; from two states over, or
marathon.
from continents away.
We returning students have our own
In the midst of all these changes,
brand of summer transition. Some of us
summer represents something to SBA as
will spend a large part of the summer
· well. We're taking advantage of the next
studying in Cambridge, learning new
ideas and customs that will shape the way three months to guarantee you a tangible
difference when you return in the fall.
we think about the law; while many will
With the ·early- or mid-sumget a taste of the future by interning with

Rl

Kristin
Nesbitt

mer completion of our new website,
(www.valpo.edu/student/sba) we'll join
the ranks of hundreds of law schools who
use the web to keep students informed
and involved. SBA will also be working
closely with the Administration this summer to plan orientation events, ensuring
that incoming students feel welcome and
connected from the moment they arrive.
We'll be more in tune with student
organizations through a running dialogue
that encourages suggestions and feedback.
Finally, SBA meetings and Administrative
Board members will be more visible, with
regular office hours, a consistent meeting
time for the entire year (Thursdays at 8:30
p.m.), and minutes of our meetings posted
to the web.
For everyone, this is a time of
change. As spring and the school year
~orne to a close, let's embrace that change
with the enthusiasm that only summer can
bring.
Kristin is a 2L at VUSL. She can be
reached at kristin.nesbitt@valpo.edu.

Ending with a ·n ew -beginning
BY TARA WOZNIAK
Mock trial team
or the past three years, I have had
the opportunity and privilege of
being a member of VUSL's Mock
Trial Team. Throughout these thr~e years,
the VUSL Mock Trial Team has changed
drastically. We've gone from a small
group of students just on the team to compete, to an organized body of competitors
doing everything in our power to learn the
game and win.
Unfortunately, new organizations
follow a learning curve. That first win
.takes time, but each year the team's quality improves. Competition judges have
mistaken VUSL Mock Trial for teams that
traditionally win the regional competitions. In addition, our knowledge of the
law and evidence exceeds many of our
competitors.
Mock Trial Team members spend
months pouring over case materials for
our competitions. Team members prepare
by conducting research;· developing case
theories, themes, and strategies; arguing

F

pretrial motions, motions to dismiss, and
complicated objections; and presenting
opening statements, direct examinations,
cross examinations, and closing argu'"'
ments. Mock Trial Team members have
to think on their feet, be creative, flexible,
and captivating.
After competing for three years, I see·
us slowly rising to the level of the winning teams. The VUSL Mock Trial Team
is becoming a competitor to be reckoned
with. ·
Recently, the Mock Trial Team
selected another group of incoming
competitors, who will continue on this
path. This try-out season was one of the
most competitive the VUSL Mock Trial
Team has ever seen. Congratulations to
the 2005-2006 VUSL Mock Trial Team:
Erica Allen, Patty Andritsakis, Meghan
Bass, Deb Beaverson, Erin Brady, Ruth
Delgado, Nicholas Gaeke, Erin Gallagly,
Caton Hanson, Christine Parry, David
Payne, Vanessa Samano, Maziar Shafiei,
Andrew Smith, Korin Spahr, Brad Thies,
and Azra Zaidi.
The 2005-2006 Executive Board
is: Erin Gallagly, Chairperson; Nicholas
Gaeke, Iriterschool Competitions Chair;

Meghan Bass, Membership Chair;
Andrew Smith, Finance Chair; and Ruth
Delgado, Secretary and Alumni Relations
Chair.
My hope is that this new team of
hardworking, dedicated and talented' students will continue to raise the bar for
themselves as a team, so that one day
VUSL will be known for its Mock Trial
program and the litigants it sends into the
legal world. The Mock Trial Team now
has a dedicated coach, Steven Langer of
Langer & Langer in Valparaiso, Indiana.
As ljoin this firm after graduation, I will
continue to lend my support to the Mock
Trial Team to help ensure that this Team
and this group of hardworking students
have the support and resources it needs to
succeed.
My days at VUSL and on the Mock
Trial Team are numbered now, but as I
et:~ter the legal community, the skills that
I will take with me from Mock Trial are
invaluable. I hope Mock Trial continues
to pass on these resources to new members year after year.
Tara is a 3L and can be reached at
tara. wozniak@valpo.edu.
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From a blue ... to a red
o one ever said it was easy, no
one ever said it would be this
hard." I think that Coldplay
lyric aptly sums up my feelings after
nearly completely my first year of law
school. Before I ventured west, I thought
the hardest part of law school would be
adjusting to life in the Midwest.
Moving from a "blue" state to a "red"
state, superficially anyway, has no~ been
quite the adjustment I thought it would
be. Honestly, other than the substantial
increase in "W" bumper stickers and bible
stations on the radio, northwest Indiana is
very similar to upstate New York.
For those "non-conventional" students like myself, I would guess the hardest part of adjusting to law school would
be life without a steady paycheck. I know
that has affected me significantly. I truly
realized my fall from grace last week
when I paid for an extra large coffee with,
literally, 43 nickels.

N

ist judge" line. Even more recently, the
today, persons who would like to gain
power use religious fundamentalism and
American Family Association sponsored
fear as a method for control. Those on
a televised event with Maj6rity Leader
the right have called me a communist for
DeLay as a guest speaker. They argued
saying such things. However, that attitude that the Senate's refusal to appoint Bush's
goes a long way to proving my point. The · judges was an attack against "persons
· right would like to declare "war," or creof faith." What possible nexus the up or
down vote has with an "attack" is beyond
ate an enemy out of any idea it doesn't
One good thing about moving to the
understand or want other people to. hear.
. my scope of reasoning.
Midwest, at least for me, has been greater God forbid, pun intended, there should
The proof is in the pudding, nothing
exposure to the views of those on the
be a free flow of ideas in a society that
mobilizes people like fear and religion,
"right" side of politics. I've always· told
prides itself on liberty.
and the combustible combination thereof.
people that I can respect a difference in
I respect every person's right to
In a society as diverse as ours you can't
opinion I may not agree with. believe what they want; unless that belief
please everyone. But, I would like to
Lately, I've been starting to reconthink we are ·sophisticated enough not to
encroaches on the beliefs of others. This
sider that statement. I can understand and
point became embarrassingly clear with
succumb to fear and a western version of
respect the appeal, although iliusory, of
the media-created controversy surroundreligious fundamentalism.
adopting a laissez-faire economy or a pol- ing the removal of Terri Schiavo's feeding
icy of fiscal conservatism. What I can't
tube. Those on the right side of the aisle
Damon-is a 1L at VUSL. You can reach
respect are the views of those that would
accused the judges of being "activist."
him at damonnewman@valpo.edu.
like to see this great country tum into a
. It has been en vogue lately for the
religious theocracy.
_
right, when things don't go the way their
Throughout history, and in America
religious base likes, to cry out tlie "activ-

Damon I
Newman

Fridays:
No Cover
with
VUid

"Not Typical
Bar Food!"
Steaks, Seafood
& Famous
Burgers!

Live Bands Every Week
Fri. May 6
ORIGINAL MUSiC
SHOWCASE
Semifinals· (Winners o(lst mum/)

Fri. May 13

ANTJE

Original
Music
Showcase
We're down t'> the
semis and the
FrNALSll

Female led Folk Rock
Stuck in lil/pofor the
WHOLE Summer?
llred q(the same
old mtttti1e?
Give .Cronies a ity-

Live Bands most 1veekends
Check out our website
for details.

Semis are May 6
Finals are May 14
Come out and cheer
on your favorites!

Congratulations, 3Ls;
on a job well done/

Sat. May 7

INTRUDER
Cronies #1 House Band

Sat. May 14

ORIGINAL MUSIC
SHOWCASE FINALS
Sat. May 21

MISBEHAVIN'
Sat, May 28 .

ZODIAC
Chic Rock
Cronies Debut

· lLs and 2Ls: We 'II see you
in thefa/1

310 S. Main St. Kouts, IN
(219) 766 7 3172
Where the hell is Kouts?
10 minutes south of
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Thoughts and
reflections on
law school
A message from the

consummate class adviser
Professor AI Morrisson
Professor

AI Morrisson
ince they have demolished,
no idea what "on-line" meant.
graded and reseeded the
So why am I apparently trying
site of the building where I
to solidify my geezerhood credenattended law school classes, it is a
tials? Take heed of the lesson conmiracle that I have any memories
tained in this confession. Change
at all. Nevertheless, let me share a
will occur within the time of your
few observations.
professional life, too. Be prepared
When we sat in class, everyone for it, embrace it and learn to roll
took notes using a writing stick.
with the punches it delivers.
Laptop comP,uters had not been
Don't be orieofthose poor
invented and if anyone had.sugsouls who spend most of his or
gested that students would someher time muttering under their
day use such a device we would
breath about the "good old ~ays".
have thrown a net over him.
Evidence usually demonstrates
Notice I said him, because my
that they were not as good as we
class was unique in that it had two, remember them.
count 'em, two women students. If
If I can le~rn to use a computwe wanted to make a phone call, it er, you can learn to deal with the
was two flights down to the paych£J,nges that will be flung in front
phone. Anything that rang in the
of you as the years go by. Just be
classroom was presumed to be the
on the lookout for anything that
start of a flre drill.
suggests that it can· be a replaceWhen we were terrifled into
ment for a lawyer.
doing any legal research, it was
Go forth and do good work.
accomplished by thrashing about
in the stacks of the library and not
Best Wishes,
AI Morrisson
by going on-line. In fact, we had

S

Ann Marie Bronowski, 'OS, Mike Anderson, 'OS, Elian Cavendish, 'OS, Grace Johnk, 'OS,
and Carrie Smith, 'OS, at Cardozo Cup 'OS --and, yes, the 3Ls won .•. -
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letter·to the
Class of 2005

Dear graduating students A
A letter from
Professor
Rebecca Huss
would like to begin by telling
you that I consider it a real
honor to be asked to participate
as a hooder in your graduation ceremony.
I was privileged to have almost
all of you in Business Associations
last year. (For the last time, I did
not "like" the Spring Semester
class more than the Fall Semester
class. Just like a parent's love
for his or her children, I enjoyteaching all my classes the same
amount.)
This letter provides me with
one last opportunity to remind you
of the phrase (poor grammar and
all) said frequently in that classokay- all together now- "LYING
_IS BAD."
Since you are now past
Business Associations (and I am
sure are all thankful for that fact) I
can expand the ·~se of the phrase in
a way that connects to your graduation from law school and future.
Of course, lying in your professional life will cause all sorts of
trouble. I am confident that you
have received an adequate indoctrination into the ethical obligations that you will have as attorneys during the past three years.
In addition, through your life
experience I am sure you have
learned that lying to people in your
personal life can have negative
ramifications as well.
I would also like you to really
try not to lie to yourself. We all
can convince ourselves that what
we are doing is the "right thing"

!

Professor
Rebecca Huss
but usually deep down we know
when something is wrong for us in
the long run. Since I have talked
with many of you about your
career plans after graduation, I
Would like to consider this issue in
the area of employment.
First, you have to remember
that the first job you have is not
likely to be your last. (With that
in mind, from personal experience I know that it may seem like
you will never pay off your student loans - but it will happen.) I
believe that you have all acquired
the necessary tools to become
really good lawyers.
I also believe that one thing
that will amaze you about practice
is the incredibly learning curve
you will be on the first few years
of practice. Once you figure out
what you truly enjoy about the
practice of law I hope you trust in
yourself enough to do what you
need to in order to spend the bulk
of your career on that area. I hope
that you are able to find a job
that you enjoy as much as I enjoy
teaching at Valparaiso.
Congratulations again. Make
sure to keep in touch with us
and remember that if you make a
whole lot of money and are willing to share it with us we would be
happy to name a faculty chair after
you.
P.S. Post-graduation you
should feel free to call me by my
first name - and I will try to use
your first name as well.

From Pr_o fessor Laura Dooley,
your proud ''hooder''

Professor
Laura Dooley
t seems like yesterday that
you were sitting in your first
day of Civil Procedure class,
wondering (in no particular order):
1. What is due process?; 2. Why
does everyone else seem to know
what it is?; 3. Who the hell is
this guy Mitchell that Dooley (or
Lind) keeps talking about, and if
he's so important why is the case
called Pennoyer v. Neff instead of
Mitchell v. Neff?; 4. I was a perfectly happy, normal person before
this week-what possessed me to
enter law school?; and 5. Duffy's
or Buddy & Pal's tonight?
A lot has happened since that
frrst day, and now you are likely
struggling with a very different
set of questions--questions like
whether you've made wise decisions about where and in what
setting to practice law, what bar
review course to take, how to deal
with all those relatives coming for
graduation, Martini's or Buddy &
Pal's tonight?
But like the questions, you
have changed. And the change
that's happened to you in the three
years of law school may be so
subtle and gradual that you may
not even be aware of it.
We've made you one of us,
the community of lawyers. That's

I

a good thing. Really. You have
become sophisticated and articulate thinkers and strategists, and
you've made us proud in so many
ways.
Personally, I feel pride when
one of you (and this happens a lot)
raises an analytical or strategic
point in class that I hadn't thought
of. Collectively, the faculty is
proud when you excel in intra- and
inter-school competitions, when
you produce excellent publications
like the Law Review or the Forum,
when you undertake important
projects and cases for the Clinic
or externships, and when you land
your dream jobs.
What you do with what you've
learned as you leave us is, of
course, up to you. But you should
understand this: being a lawyer
means not only that you will do
interesting work and make a good
living, but that you literally will
change the world.
Client by client, case by case,
the world will change a little
bit, and sometimes profoundly,
because of the work you will do.
Your legal training imbues you
with both power and ith the duty
to use that power for JUSt causes.
And as you do that, you will continue to make us proud.
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The opportunity to be heard
The 3L Class of 2005 sounds off on Valpo Law- and beyond
Mike Andenon
Future Plans: Take ll Bar. Best of luck to everyone!
Jonathan Balcer
I came to VUSl not knowing what to expect, but am leaving with tons of great memories; Friday lunch crew, poker,
road trips, criminal clinic, needing the face book, wearing
the racing shirt.... I will be taking the Kentucky Bar and
practicing in Stanford, Kentucky.
Adam Bancroft
Future plans include beginning my legal career in West
Michigan and marrying my fiancee, Kim, in December. I
would like to thank Professor Stuart, Professor Potts and
Registrar Debbie Gleason for their encouragement and faith
in me and the Mock Trial Team for helping me prepare as a
future litigator.
Nicholas Barnes
Future Plans: Army Jag or a Prosecution Office Bar: Indiana.
"We all have stones.·

Sean Campbell
My favorite part of law school, by far, was being member
of the Mock Trial Team and competing in Pittsburgh - I
love everyone on the team! After graduation I am going to
Arizona to sit for the bar and then I am moving to Madrid,
Spain and getting a job waiting tables in a coffee shop.
Fred Carpenter
Upon graduation and taking the Indiana Bar Exam, I witt
begin working at Spangler, Jennings & Dougherty in their
Merrillville office. I will be workia,g in their business law area
and doing who knows what else. My family and .I plan on
staying in this area, rriost likely in Valparaiso, for: some time.
Elian E.H. Cavendish
Many thanks to my family for their support these past three
years and a special thank ~~ to my fiance Joe and our crazy
dog Chicken - you two'are ~the best!l 'U Q~er forget the
wonderful friends I've made Here. I'll.miSs you guys! Future
plans: Smith Bovill, Saa,inaw, Mjrzhigan.,. "

ErlnBauJh
r would just like to give a special thank you to Dean
Conison and the Career Planning Center for all of their help
and support over the past 3 years. Plans: Moving to TrujiHo
Alto, Puerto Rico in August to complete an 18-month culinary course.

Terf Cuanmins
Future Emple>,yment Plans?:; Hopefdlly working as a
Prosecutor i~ 'the. lndianapoJis ar¢~: Fav~.rite Memory • Not
any one favorite memory, but cambridge,,the faukers, and
the Criminal Clinic definitely s~nd out in my minc;ttWor~~
of Wisdom :.. Have fun while you're here, anc\.,.don•t ~~
school to seriously!
..·

a,an Borpnann
I would like to thank Fred McGriff, Jason Bere, Don Baylor,
Dusty Baker, Sammy Sosa, Alex Gonzalez, and Steve
Bartman for their assistance in getting me through law
school. If the Cubs hadn't fizzled at the end of 2002 and
2004, I probably wouldn't be graduating (assuming I am).

Mike Dobbs
We are puni~hed justly,
we ate getting ~hat ()Ur deedsdeserve. Bur this man ·h~~ done nothing wrong.· Then he
said, "Jesus, .remember m}. when you come into your kingdom. jesus answered him, "I tell you the truth, today you
will be with me in paradise:

Annette L Brady
Future Plans: Illinois Bar, Phil, I'm going to miss special cof-

Matthew Doherty
I will be the only Valpo law grad going to the frozen tundra
that is North Dakota and the only Alumnus in the state.
look me up if you need local counsel. I'll be clerking for the
NO Supreme Court, hopefully joining a firm thereafter, and
working just long enough to buy a golf
course somewhere warm.

fee.
Kristin 8rueu
Northside, Pass Times, BW3s; Climb out of debt and charge
legal fees! Bodensteiner, Dooley, Berner, lind; New days are
blowing our way like the wind. Watch out real world, we
soon will arrive; I will miss you, Class of 2005!

JeulcaBuum
I will never forget all the fun times we have had at Valpo! I
am very grateful that I got to know so many of you, and I
hope to see you all again in the future! I don't know where
I am going yet, either South Dakota or Iowa. I wish you all
the best of luck in everything you do, especially the Bar
Exam!

fur

Deidre R. Eltzroth
Future Plans: After graduation, I plan to resume my pre-law
school transient lifestyle sleeping on the sofas of friends
and family while I prepare to take the Indiana bar exam and
wait to find employment in anything but private practice.

Third year: *Poof!* I'm a lawyer. At least law school taught
me to count to 50.

Joe Felty
My future plans are to stay involved in the environmental
arena, either through traditional legal practice or as a con·
sultant where my engineering experience blends with my
legal education in order to remediate problem sites. A word
of thanks to my friends, both student and non-student
- your support was critical and sincerely appreciated.
Benjamin Fryman
I won't be completely gone from school after graduation
because I'll be here all Summer for Indiana bar review. After
that, my schedule is pretty much wide open for the next
forty years. I hope my wife doesn't mind supporting us for a
little while longer.

nm Fesko
Congrats everyone and I hope we all stay in touch. For the
next year. I'll likely be working in beautiful lake County
Indiana (da Region) if anyone is wondering where 111 be.

Anthony Rore
Favorite law School Memories: Getting to run with the
bulls in Spain, becoming a law School Rock Star. Future
Plans: Find a nice beach-intensive country where creditors
will never find me, live out my days as a street performer or
hatmaker.
Beth Garrison
Upon graduation, I will be moving to Indianapolis to begin
working at the law firm Hume, Smith, (jeddes, Green, &
Simmons, where I will be primarily doing insurance defense
work. I will always value my time at VUSl, remembering the
timeless friendships I developed, the never-ending support
from the faculty, and the coundess laugh~ I shared in the
moot court office.
Dave Garrison
To the Valpo law class of 2005, it was great getting to know
all of you. I wish I could have been around more often my
3l year, but enjoyed visiting. After graduation, I plan to
practice in Nashville, Tennessee. If you're ever in Music City,
please look me up!!

Toni Giancola
Future Plans: Prosecution in Illinois Thank you: Joe langerak
I could not have made it through my first:year without you;
Baker for the air-mattress; Nicholas for the Marengo expeDaniel Evans
rience; Elyssa for your ring; and Elizabeth for Europe and
I was told we only have 50 words to sum up our law school · always keeping me sane. Advice: Remember that everything
experience. So I'll briefly describe each year: First year: I
happens for a reason.
knew nothing. Second Year: I knew more than last year
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Gina Marie Gioe
Plan to practice somewhere around Indianapolis (possibly
my hometown of Noblesville, IN). Thanks to all of you for
so many great memories. I will always cherish my time here
and consider you to be my closest friends. Best of luck!
"Whatever you are, be a good one." "'Abraham Lincoln

Elizabeth Goodrich
As a result of my participation in the Criminal Clinic, I have
decided to practice criminal law in Indiana. To enable me
to better defend future clients, I will spend eight weeks
in Oaxaca, Mexico, after the Bar Exam, learning to speak
Spanish.

still Awesome!" We've all come a long way since that first
week . .Best of luck to everyone as we now go our separate
ways.

Avaneesh Marwaha
Nicholas C. Huang
Future plans: I'm planning on taking the California bar &
practicing in LA. Thanks to everyone for making the VUSL
experience enjoyable. Good times, good people, visit me.

PaulS. Kelly
Future: Hoeppner Wagner & Evans - Business litigation.
Thank you to Valparaiso University School of Law and the
Moot Court Honor Society. I have appreciated the opportunity to grow professionally and academically.

Jessica Greyerbiehl
Moving to St. joseph, Ml- where I will be practicing at Hunt
Suedhoff Kalamaros. I'm hoping to have my own beach
house by the time next summer rolls around. Trips to scenic
mock trial competition cities and opportunities for new
friendships with my classmates are things I'll always be
thankful for. Good luck all.

Kristen Hall
I would like to thank my parents and fiance, Jeff, for helping
me through law school. I would also love to thank Bridget,
April, Erika, and Laura for making the whole experience
bearable, and sometimes even fun! I plan to stay in the NW
Indiana area after graduation.

GraceJohnk
My besf memory came five months ago with news my
sister and her husband will be having their first baby in
September! To my friends Phil 'Q' Garrett, 'Other' Phil,
Mike, Elian 'Easy E' Cavendish, Carrie 'Sassy' Smith, Elyssa
'Eeeelicit' Meade, 'Law Review' Joe, Julie, KMc2, Amy 'Doom
&' Vroom, Toni, Elizabeth, Anne; and others - thanks for
making this so much fun - 'The Bleachers'; Pass Times; me
vs. Lego's; Yuengling, Brea~fast ~t Jimmy's; crowned pool
champion with Joe 'Cavendish; •we won't be out long, just
one beer: And to Prof. Nuechterlein - thank you for being a
great professor and mentor.

Samaotha Joslyn
Krista Hamby
I consider being a student at VUSL one of my life's biggest
blessings. I will leave Valpo with more than an education
and a degree. Over the past three years, I have made friends
that have become like family, and memories that will last a
lifetime.

I have lnany things to take away from my time at VUSL.
From the great friends I have made to the educational experiences I have hacL I am grateful. Thank you to everyone
who has played such an important part of these past three
years.

Joelanprak
Nicholas Haverstock
I will be moving back to Crawford County to practice law
or get disbarred. Thanks to professors Morrisson and Welter
for your helpful advice. Thanks to the wonderful people in
the Criminal Clinic for days of enjoyment and entertainment. Thanks to T & E for helping me graduate.

My fiance, Juli3, and I will be rnoving into our recently
.
purchased home in Evansville, Indiana. I am employed by
Rudolph, Fine, Porter.& J()hnson working in civil defense
litigation. My best mehlory from VUSL is meeting my future
wife. Further, I will always hold Moot Court in high regard.

Katherine Lord
Philip Heimlich
Future Plans: Going to BW's and getting a beer. At first I
thought this blog idea was pretty stupid, and now I still
think its pretty stupid. However, a large member of the
3l steering committee is sitting next to me and threatening severe bodily injury. So here you go Avaneesh, SO
words-now stop bothering me.

Matthew A. Horeled
Reflections on our first week at Valpo: Monday. Meet and
Greet at Kirchoff Park Free beer and meeting new friends
for the first time = "Law school is Awesome!" Wednesday:
Getting called on the first day in Prof. Lind's Civil Procedure
class and barely remembering my own name let alone the
correct answers. Experiencing what public humiliation and
degradation truly feels like. = "Law school is definitely Not
Awesome!" Friday: Welcome back mixer at Duffy's More
free beer and making many more interesting friends while
realizing we're going to make it somehow ::; "Law Sc:hool is

always wear the cowboy hat when you show up for court.
I'll miss you all.

I will be moving to Washington, D.C.. after graduation and
will hopefully be able to find ·a job that fuels my passion! I
would like to thank the three people who actually read my
Forum columns and all of those people around me who
refused to take themselves too seriously.

Raj Malviya
To the VU law class of 2005!: It's been a great 3 years. I am
headed back to west Michigan to pursue employment.
Home is where the heart is. To the great friends I have made
here: Joe, you still owe me for those drinks at Linebacker,
you're buying at the next Sinatra night; Amir, I'll never
forget the NO tailgating, go Irish!. Stemler, thank god were
moving out of the nursing home; Vandelay; Marta enjoyed
"House of Kobe~ I'll never forget our castle and dirty Frank
at 809; Stemler, that goes for you too. Van G: "Hey, I uh, go
to school here", Raj: "Uh, Okay?, Hulst, H-town baby! Here
we come!; Olsen, I'll always remember the lone 3 on the
dance floor at B&P's, Hulst, that goes for you too. Mullis,

I will be moving to Chicago, and working at Am in Law. I will
be involved in IP licensing and litigation along with FDA
regulatory work. I would like to thank everyone for a great
three years. I will miss Apt. Band 103. To my neighbors, dart
partners, and Cubs Fans its been real. Everyone: Eat, Drink,
and be Merry.

Kristin McClellan
Ice Miller, Indianapolis, Municipal Financing Edition. Prof.
N., Thank you for you guidance, support, and for believing
in my over the last three years ... without you, I would have
never made it past first semester. Josh, James, Joe, Matt,
joey, Christi, Lindsay... one year to go .. .I am so proud of
each of you!

Deshawn McQueen
boys & girls, I adore many of you and will NEVER forget
you!! ... be gentle, take GREAT care with yourselves, have fun,
live each day like it's your last ... a lifetime full of last days,
ok?! Great big bear hug to you in my thoughts, FOREVER
anton. p.s. - arizona bar!

MepnMoore
I'm from Murfreesboro, Tennessee, so I'll be studying for
and taking the Bar Exam in Nashville this summer. I'm still
job searching. I plan on practicing in Nashville or M'boro.
Goodbye snow, hello sunshine! To my classmates, have a
nice life.

Paul Mullin
Foremost. I'd need to thank John H. Lewis and Kimberly
Wilkins {VUSL '88) of lewis and Wilkins P.C. for taking
a chance on a scrappy Irish kid from the northside of
Indianapolis. I'll buy the first round for Valpo Law 3Ls after
we finish the IN bar in July. mullin@lewisandwilkins.com.
Jason Mullis: What can you really say? I came to law school
with some clothes and aspirations. I am now headed to
Phoenix with a $100,000 debt and a drinking habit. Is it
worth it? Well, I have met some great people along the way.
The road goes on forever and the.party never ends!

Stephanie Nemeth
After graduation I will be working for a small firm, May
Oberfelllorber, in South Bend, Indiana. Soon I will be looking for my own house, which is exciting too. Thanks to all
my friends for making my Valpo days so fun and memorable. I wish everyone all the best and I hope we all stay in
touch!
nmothy R. Noplsld
Future Plans: J.A.G. Attorney, U5.M.C. In the words of
Thomas Paine, These are the times that try our souls.
Whatever each is called to do, my wish for the 2005 class is
that we all stand the test of life with heads held high and
honor intact.

Jim Oppenhuizen
Congratulations 3Ls and good luck on the Bar Exam! I will
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be moving back to Grand Rapids, Michigan. I look forward
to spending a lot more time with my daughter, Kennidie. I
would like to work in the areas of business law and credi~
tors' rights.

who kept the faith, thank you! Finally, the 2006 Superbowl
championship will go to the Chicago Bears! Oh yeah!

Tara Rusch

Future plans: Intellectual Property law at Botkin & HaU, LLP
in South Bend, Indiana. Thanks especially to the FORUM
editors and staff: without your dedication, the vision would
never have become a reality.

After graduation I will be staying in Valparaiso for the bar
review. Then if I pass, I will be working in the Valpo area
at Allen law Offices as an associate. Favorite memory:
Contracts 1l year when I was the stereotypical Wisconsin
native who had uncanny knowledge about cows!! Thanks a
lot Doherty! Good luck to all my classmates! Go Badgers!

jennifer Pomaranski

TonyaShaw

Future Plans: If I can't find a job, there is always the option
of being a professional Cardozo Cup Cheerleader. Shout
Out: I would like to thank my dear friend, Erin, who has
exemplified the true meaning of courage and perseverance
in law school.

I'm staying in Valparaiso this summer to study for the
Indiana Bar. I will be practicing at Emison, Doolittle, Kolb
& Roellgen in Vincennes, Indiana. They let me wait until
September 1st to start, so I get to have a little fun after the
bar=)

Barry Pruett
After graduation in the beginning of August, I begin
working at Burke, Costanza & Cuppy in Merrillville and
Valparaiso. I clerked there over the summer last year and
am very excited to be working with such good people. My
most memorable moments are all from the Cardozo Cup
Softball Toornament: last year 3l team ten home runs in 2
minutes- $10, Beating the 2L team for the second year ln
a row - $20. jeremy Willett jumping over the wall to rob a
homerun fr-am a 2l to end the game - PRICELESS!

Anne M. Skallerup

Jonathan R. Pasley

Future Plans: sit for the Illinois Bar, go back to Europe for
a little while and then work in Chicago somewhere. Good
luck to all the future c~sses!

Carrie Smith

Hollie Tanguay
Future plans: to sit for the Michigan Bar and to give my
baby Noah lots of love. Special thanks to my husband Chris,
for without his enduring love and support I never would
have made it. No matter how much stress you have to
endure, always remember the important things in life.

Mark Van Donselaar
I want to thank some people who have made my time
in Valparaiso very enjoyable: Brewski's, Duffy's Place, The
Dynasty, Broadway Cafe, Jimmy's Cafe, Northside Tap, El
Saito, Viking Chili Bowl, Dawn's Diner, Maria Elena's and
most of all El Amigo. I plan to savor the last moments with
these special friends before moving on to find some new
friends in the Chicago-land area.

Josh Van Gorkom
In the first few weeks of Contracts with Adams, there was
a case from the Iowa Supreme Court. Adams asked if there
was anyone in the class from Iowa. Out of about 100 stu·
dents, l was the only one to raise my hand. He said, "O.k.,
can you tell us about the case?" I said "no," we stared at
each other for a few seconds, and I had learned the most
important rules of law school: never be fooled when a pro~
fessor acts friendly in class, never raise your hand, for any
reason, in class, and don't go to law school if you are from
Iowa.

I plan to head to Chicago to practice after taking and hopefully passing the bat. I have e.pjoyed all three years at law
school but I especially enjoyed second semester 3l when
school is just a little les.s important. Good luck to everyone
and thanks for a great 3:, years.

Julie Van Groningen

Future Plans: Taking the Indiana Bar and moving to
Hamilton Co. in October. I am not sure how much of the
last 3 years t am retaining, but I know the friendships I have
made will be around forever. Thank you to all of my .great
friends. law school would have been completely different
without yo':'.
.

Jamie Sp!nce

I will be working for the Michigan Court of Appeals as a
Prehearing Attorney in Grand Rapids.

Crystal Rke·
Two wonderful parents, two beautiful sisters and two perfect nephews await my return to· Grand Rapids, Michigan.
My legal career will begin at the Michigan Court of Appeals.
To my friends at Valpo, thank you for your encouragement
and support. Congratulations and best wishes to all of the
3l's!

Bill Stanton

Joni Reed

Julia Riecken
Upon graduation, I will be practicing civil litigation at
Bowers Harrison, LLP in Evansville, Indiana. I will·cherish all
my memories at Valpo, especially meeting my fiancee, Joe
Langerak, making so many amazing friends, participating in
the law school musicals, and just "hanging out" in the Moot
Court office.

"

.

.

"It was the best of times, it \vas dje worst of times:•
Regardless of the times, ever}t day I know,,t haf t am a more
equipped person because ofmy time at VU, and I ~m ·excited to see what paths await me. Already I have been blessed
with a two-yeiilr clerkship.

.

Future plans: Indiana & Illinois bars. Thanks to those who
made it possible--my parents, Jim & Carol, my brother, Dan,
family & friends. Congratulations & best wishes 3ls~·we
made it!

,

As for my future plans, I will be J?Umping ga~;;~E. t~e Citgo
at Elston and Cicero in ~hicago. Special shot out to my
Crim Clinic Crew, the near-dynasty Cardozo Cup team
(repeat), and the best there ever was/best there ever will be
Bar-a-thon team, The Coaches {three-peat) AKA Dynasty.
Much love to K·dogg, GG, and my many admirers. Thanks,
T-Diddy, for all your support (she thinks my tractor's sexy).
I'm not conceited • I'm just better. P.S. • Blue's over there,
and he's wasted.

Haiku for remedies:
The brain, go~ng mush
remedies and heat destroy .
sweet unconsciousness
julie takes good notes attentive studious smart immune to
boredom; david took good notes graduation looming close
distraction came easy; blah blah punitive blah blah excessive response alien judges.

Chris Stemler

Jeremy Willett

Future plans: My immediate plans include practicing as a
trial attorney with the firm of Rich & Clark in the St. louis
area. Thanks to my friends for the debauchery. Coaches, 3~
Peat, Dynasty.

First, I want to say how much I've enjoyed the past 3 years
and the people I've met. I will be harassing my law-school
friends and professors for years to come. As for me, I could
end up anywhere. I wish everyone luck in their lives and
careers.

Abby Michele Ross
Future Plans: Taking Maryland Bar Exam in July; Judicial
clerkship for Baltimore City Circuit Court 2005-2006.
Remember: A way of life that is odd or even erratic but
interferes with no rights or interests of others is not to be
condemned because it is different.
Mike Rusch: thought it poignant to express myself in bad
Haiku! call this one "Clune" Guidance Counselor Said: sim~
pte, dense, no college.Now I say: Screw you! For all of those

AmyJ. Vroom

Christopher Westmoreland

Amir Tahmassebi
I would like to thank my professors, administrators, and
friends for the last three years. It has been educational and
enjoyable and I look forward to what the future may bring.
"For believe me: the·secret for harvesting from existence the
greatest fruitfulness and greatest enjoyment is~ to live dan~
gerously." ~Nietzsche

Tara M. Wozniak
Future plans: Trial attorney at Langer & Langer, Valparaiso.
Thanks to the Mock Trial Team for the close friendships
I've made and for helping me discover my passion. 3l
Steering Committee: Heck of a job this year! Wherever
you go in life, always remember where you came from.
tmw.langerlaw@crown.net.
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CLASS OF 2005/GRADUATION INFORMATION
Cap Be Gown Pick-Up
Caps & gowns will be distributed the week of May 14-20. 3Ls, watch your e-mail
for pick-up times. Caps & gowns will need to be returned immediately following
commencement exercises. You are required to fill out a 2005 Graduate Survey from
the Career Planning Center before you may pick ~ xour cap & ~wn..

accompany them may be obtained by contacting Kellie Bindas, Office of Alumni
Relations, Loke Hall, Valparaiso University or via email to Kellie.Bindas.edu, or by
calling 219-464-5142.

..: -~-n,•r~lrn~J•.rt

· - ·.. 2_1r,1J

that your name may not be pronounced correctly during the .
· .need to contact Dean Bruce Berner personally

Saturday, May 1,,~, .,,..,::11:·' ";!'-!T
Kirchoff Park. 2:00

r will immediately

-saturday, May 21, 200S: Commencem.e nt (eremqny
·_,
Chapel of the Resurrection, 11:00 a.m~; doors open a~ 10:00 p;r_n:
Seating is first come, first serve. Graduating 3Ls: Please line ,up afo~g the sidewalk
on the south side of the Chapel of Resurrection no later than 10:30 a.m~ If there is
inclement weather, we will line up in the chapel balcony.

Commencement Photography
A professional photographer from Chappell Studio, Inc. will be taking photographs
of each student shaking Dean Conison's hand, and being hooded during commencement. Chappell Studio will contact then contact you by mail and offer you
the opportunity to order pictures if you desire.

Handicap and special seating .
Special arrangements may be made for guests in wheelchairs or with other physical disabilities. In addition, there is a special section for the hearing impaired. To
obtain tickets for reserved seats for these guests and one additional person to

,~~~l~p~~J~~ (or

:'School of Law"
custom"fl1adetiJ'·fit the size of"the diploma. The Book Center

t>rtnteo on
provides severaf different wood tones
and styles to choose
from and normally
has several choices
in stock, allowing
students to purchase
a frame and take
it home the same
day. You may either
preorder a frame or
choose one in stock.
The cost averages
$125.00..

oth
VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

Cas

0
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Filibuster unveiled
BY BARRY PRUETT
Guest columnist
have been a little frustrated with the
misinformation around the law school
and among the pundits regarding the
filibuster, judicial nominees, and the role
of the Senate. I am by no means an expert
on the Constitution, but I believe that I
do know a little bit more than the average
person. Three long years of law school
will do that to you. After researching the
filibuster, here is what I found.
Most of the etymological dictionaries agree that the word filibuster came
from the Dutch "vrijbuiter," which means
pirate. Around 1587, the word was borrowed by the Spanish and English languages and recorded in English as fl~bu
tor, which also meant pirate. Apparent:Jy
around 1792, filibusters were a class of
piratical adventurers that pillaged the
West Indies.
Between 1850 and 1860, the word
evolved to refer to lawless adventurers
from the United States that went on expeditions to Cuba, Nicaragua, and Mexico
in order to engage in uprisings and private
revolutions. Although the word filibuster
was first recorded in the Congressional
Record in 1890, the word evolved around
1853 from meaning piracy to meaning
"an act or instance of obstructing legislation by prolonging debate." The Barnhart
Dictionary of Etymology 382 (Robert K.
Barnhart ed., 1988). In American English,

I

the latter definition became popular
by 1855, and in present day colloquial
English, the current definition has completely supplanted the former definition.
Article I, section 5 of the Constitution
provides that each House of Congress
may determine the Rules of its own proceedings. Currently, only the Senate rules
allow for unlimited debate or a filibuster.
Originally in the early 18th Century,
unlimited debate was a feature of the
House of Representative~, and although
unlimited debate was available to
Senators, it was not used often in the
"staid and polite" Senate. With the large
increases in the number of representa.
tives, the House rules were changed to
prevent unlimited debate.
Currently in the Senate, debate can
be stopped by invoking cloture. Senators
may invoke cloture if 60 Senators agree
to stop _debate and vote on the issue.
The conflict with the Senate rule that
allows unlimited debate and cloture
is caused by Article II, section 2 of
the Constitution, which states that the
President shall have ·the power to appoint
federal judges by the advice and consent
of the Senate. ·
Our founding fathers sought to
require a super-majority for only a few
instances and did not for others. Those
instances that require a super-majority are
when the Senate ratifies treaties, overrides
a Presidential veto, and tries an impeachment. When a President seeks the advice
and consent of the Senate for a judicial
nomination, only a majority vote is

BUY ANY SUB #1-6 OR BlT AND
GET ANY SUB #1-6 OR BlT 1/2 PRICE
offer good at Valparaiso location only

Sun - Thur 11 am - 2 am; Fri & Sat 11 am - ·3 am
1608 E. Lincolnway, Valparaiso (219) 548-9911 .

required to confirm the nomination.
There is an anecdote that Thomas
Jefferson once asked George Washington
about the sluggish Senate. Washington
responded by asking why Jefferson
poured his coffee into the saucer. Jefferson said that he wanted to cool it, and
Washington responded for this reason
legislation is poured into the Senatorial
saucer to cool it.
This analogy works well with legislation of which the Congress constitutionally has sole discreti~n. However, judicial
nominations are an executive function and
have a very distinct constitutional character from legislation, bec·ause judicial
nominations are derived from the constitutional powers of the President.
I agree that legislation should be
cooled by unlimited debate in the Senate,
as it is their constitutional privilege to
make rules regarding their legislative
functions and the practice may aid in the
protection of minority rights.
That being said, because judicial
nominations are constitutionally an executive function and have a very distinct
constitutional character different from
legislation, using a filibuster to cause a
super-majority of 60 votes to confirm as
opposed to a simple-majority of 51 votes
to confirm frustrates the intent of our
founding fathers and the purposes of the
clauses in the Constitution.
Some argue that a rule change would
· disrupt the checks and balances estab-lished by the Constitution. The problem
with that argument is that the Senate

r--------

voting by simple-majority on the confirmation of an executive appointment IS
the check and balance on the executive
branch. The Republicans 'are not seeking
to eliminate the checks and balances, but
to constitutionally enforce them. Further,
the changes that the Republicans seek
to make will not entirely eliminate the
filibuster. After the proposed changes, the
Senate will be free to exercise its constitutional privileges and filibuster any
legislation.
_The changes to the filibuster rule
would prevent the Senate from requiring
a super-majority when fulfilling its duty
to advise and consent to the President's
executive appointments.
Many political arguments have been
made that a rule change is a Republican
power grab or the minority is protecting
minority rights by upholding the checks
and balances. As any rational person can
clearly and readily see, requiring a supermajority to confirm a nominee of the
President is unconstitutional.
Changing the Senate's unlimited .
debate and cloture rule for executive
appointments is the only option to restore
constitutionality to the Senate. This is
sound constitutional practice and will
equally benefit the Democrats when they
are in the duly elected majority.
Barry is a 3L .at VUSL. You can reach him
at barry.pruett@valpo. edu.

--

1 2i2 E. Lincolnway
WINGS,
I
Valparaiso, IN
BEER,
I
46383
I (219) 548-9464
SPORTS ...
I
I
I
All the Essentials!
I
I $5.00 off any Purchase of $10.00 or More.
I
EXPIRES 05/14/05
I
(NOT VALID W/ OTHER DISCOUNTS .ORALCOHOL)
I
COUPON GOOD AT VALPARAISO LOCATION ONLY
I
I
I

$.35 WINGS ON TUESDAYS!!
$.50 LEGS & $.99 KIDS' MEALS ON WEDNESDAYS!!
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I
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FORUM restaurant review:
Artist Place Eatery & Pub
BY GENEVIEVE BOARMAN &
CHRISTINE HASKELL
Guest columnists

encased in spicy sausage that are then coated in breadcrumbs and then deep fried. Accompanied with ranch
dressing, this was a hardy, delightful beginning.
Pizza .... with chicken, bacon, and broccoli? Who
can pass up such an unusual combination? Not we. The
dough was soft and tasted similar to that used in making homemade pizza, bringing back childhood memories. The sauce was simple yet wonderful: No annoying
chunks of tomatoes to obstruct the free flow of taste
from the toppings.
Now to the
split opinion: broccoli texture. The
broccoli was not
precooked before
hitting the pizza
and this caused
one reviewer
annoyance at the
crunch required.
However, the other
enjoyed the variety of texture the
broccoli offered to
the creation.
Why is a
grilled sandwich

hange of name but not a change of hats.
reviously Aberdeen Brewing Company, the
rtist Place Eatery & Pub opened the same
doors January 71h of this year with a new paint job, wine
& martini lounge,
and a focus on local
artwork. With the
high cost of repairing
brewery equipment,
the owner decided to
change the focus of
the eatery.
Currently, the
works of two local
artists are on display.
The paintings adorning the walls present
a nice conversational
piece contemplating
which is your favorite, or how ironic it is
for a painted bovine
to stare at you while
;:"'.-<::~ ....~'"'~"''Mw!mi11ln so much more
you are eating a
Beth Adams /The Forum appetizing when it
cheeseburger. Artist
is called a panini?
Artists Place Eatery & Pub is located at 210 Aberdeen Drive.
Place also offers live
After all, panini
music on Friday and
only means a
Saturday evenings ranging in style from classical to blue- small bread often horizontally cut and filled with some
grass.
sort of meat or cheese.
The Southwest Panini consists of grilled chicken,
The menu has an interesting variety away from the
standard American chow, but beyond salads the vegetarjalapeno peppers, roasted red peppers, cheese, and a
ian selection is nada. Honoring Valpo 's yearly trip to ·
chipotle sauce. The jalapenos add heat to the sandwich
England, we started with scotch eggs. For' those who
that the sauce, which could be a spicy cousin of a thouhave yet to venture this delight, hardboiled eggs· are '
sand island dressing without the relish, does not help to

extinguish.
All sandwiches are served with tasty parmesan herb
shoe string potatoes that brought back memories of Andy
Capp's fries. Ketchup lovers beware because the strings
are very thin (think half the size of Steak 'N Shake's
fries), and it is like trying to eat ice cream with a coffee .
stirrer.
The homemade chocolate cheesecake is nicely
plated but lacks any dramatic taste. The consistency ~s
thick and rich, but the taste is rather bland. The crust is a
surprise of graham crackers, sugar, and nuts, much like
the filling in baklava.
Although serving tasty food, three gavels are given
due to the lower bang for your buck, absence of decent
vegetarian dishes, and the dessert leaving us with little
flavor to contemplate.

The verdict: A ·d~licious meal, but
no sweet ending.

Attention Writers!
The FORUM wants you!
e-mail: forum@valpo.. ed~
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LEGALLY BLONDE &
BRUNETTE
.AJJ/t//Lftt for
Hk JlrbPP/~.l-ip
By Christi Klein and
Lora N owzaradan
Q: I am going to be staying in t~e "Vale of Paradise"
this summer, do you have any suggestions of fun
activities I can partake in on my weekends? -Boyd 2L
B&B: Well Boyd, the world is your oyster. You are actually quite close to the Indiana Dunes State Park. You can
actually go to the beach. If you are not a fan of sand,
you can try water parks. There is Splash Down Dunes on
Route 20 in Chesterton or Deep River Water Park which
is on Route 30 toward Merrillville. If you want nothing .
to do with water, you can always go to Chicago . .You
can easily take the train and hit up a Cubs .or Sox Game.
Around the 4rh of July, you MUST go to the Taste of
Chicago. There are several other festivals in Chicago this
summer that are worth checking out. If theme parks are
your thing, Six Flags Great America in Gurnee is only
a two hour drive away. But if you don't feel that you

want to go all the way to Chicago, there are st~ll plenty
of things to do here, such as going to the Outlet Mall in
Michigan City and _going to all of the County Fairs in the
area. Whatever you do - keep an open mind, it's really
not that bad here - you can have fun!
Q: Can you tell me how I go about fulfilling my pro
bono requirement? -Leroi, lL
B&B: Yes, Leroi, we can. Watch for emails from Career
Services about Pro Bono opportunities and respond to
one. You will need to complete 20 hours of work in
order to fulfill your requirement, and you do not get any
academic credits for it, so plan accordingly. You must
fill out paper work that can be picked up in the career
services office and you must have the signature of a
supervisor verifying you completed your hours. Also,
you must register for it on DataVu as though it is a class.
Many students simply choose to extend an extemship for
a couple of extra visits and have their extemship supervisor sign off on it: The Pro Bono requirement ~an be
completed either your 2L or 3L year. See Jane in career
·
services for more information.
Q: I am really not finding a job for this summerwhat do I do? -Dave, lL
B&B: When all else fails Dave, go. to summer school.
There are plenty of classes you can take requirements
that you can get out of the way. You can concentrate on
the few classes you are taking, and do really well. All
the while, you probably still have time to get a part time

non-law job, if you are really hard pressed for money.
The best part of this will be when you don't have to take
a full 15 credits one semester because you have extra
ones from the summer.
A Special Year-End Treat Courtesy of B&B:
Since this is our last column of the year, we wanted to
end it with something special. Both of us have enjoyed
Business Associations with Prof. Jeremy Telman, who
commemorates important case law with a· catchy limerick in his class. Prof. Telman kindly agreed to impart
upon the students_of VUSL some poetic stylings to
capture the essence of this time of year. The following
limerick is courtesy ofVUSL's own poet laureate Prof. ·
Telman:
I'd rather be hit by" a Hummer,
Than face this semester 's-end bummer.
Yes, it's time for tests:
Panic, night sweats,
Then it's over! Enjoy the summer!!
Good Luck with Finals, have a great summe_r.
Christi Klein is a 2L and can be reached at

christi.klein@valpo.edu. Lora Nowzaradan is also a
2L and can be reached at

lora. nowzaradan@valpo. edu.

Ma:rf::ini.s
Comedy .Night;
Friday~

April :I..

The l.st Friday oF every month ·
Martinis brinss you Comedy Ni!Jht.
Featurin!J: Mimi Gonzalez &
Brian Archer
Show starts at Bpm

,., Full Menu Available
,., Reservations Recommenclecl

Schedule of Events:
Fri. May 6:
Comedy Night
Sat. May 7: Dawnstone
Fri. May 13: - Nawty
Sat. May 14: Current
Fri. May 20: Shuddup & Drive
Sat. May 21: Ripple
Fri. May 27: Dashboard Divas
Sat. May 28: Autumn Dawn
(opening with Nawty)
EVERY MONDAY EVENING:
MICHAEt DI MUCCIO ON THE PIANO
MINI 'MARTINIS & 1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS
EVERY THURSDAY: PLANETARY BLUES
JOIN OUR MARTINI CLUB FEATURING
OVER 100 MARTINIS ON THE MENU &
THE MARTINI OF THE WEEK

1ooQ Calu11:1.et Ave., Valparaiso, IN

(219) Q6Q-o8o1
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Collegiate PowerWashing .
Spruce Up For Spring
Specializing in:
- - Decks,
Driveways&

Blame it on L.A.

Sidewalks
Free Estimates

Will Beat
Competition by 1096

call 219 465-0854

APARTMENT FOR RENT
DOWNTOWN VALPARAISO
1 AND 2 BEDROOM,
1 BATHROOM, KITCHEN,
lARGE LIVING AREA,
$550/MTH & $600/MTH

[

Joey

Favata

HEAT & WATER FURNISHED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

FOR MORE IN FORMATION, CALL:

BUCK'S S-HOES: 476-7463

APARTMENT FOR RENT

T h e pen is mightier than the sword"
(unless your agent is Drew
Rosenhaus, at which time all bets
are oft). This was in my mind when I was

seriously considering taking such a writing
utensil and jamming it in my head. Why,
you ·ask? To relieve the pain!
2
It was a slow news day. No new mis1 BATHROOM, KITCHEN, fortunes had yet surfaced for ayolitician
LARGE LIVING AREA,
to lead onto. The new pope dominated
PRIVATE ENTRANCE
the headlines because he decided to take
$700/MTH ·INClUDES UTIUTIES
a nap. Someone decided to liven things
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
up by giving -Ryan Seacrest a star on
fOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL;
Hollywood's. Walk of-Fame. Well, he's
host~d American Karaoke for four years
462-7976 OR 395-0639/
- now, so I guess he deserves a star. ·
If you think that's bad, it got worse.
Paris Hilton thought it appropriate to
3Ls, are you getting rid of the issue a press release stating her and
laptop or desktop computer you Nicole Richie were no longer friends (and
used in law school when you that's when the Earth stopped rotating).
Don't fear, though, because Kimberly
graduate?
Stewart, daughter of Rod Stewart, will
7
Don t throw-it out. SelJ it.
replace Nicole in ''The Simple Life.~'
Contact Andfew Smith
Questions have mounted: Who cares?
219-477-595 7, or at
"The Simple Life" is still on the air?
Richard.Smithl@valpo.edu
Was a press release really needed? Rod
Stewart procreated?
And it was at that point that a pen
in the eye seemed like a pleasant alternative. But it got me thinking: .this garbage is coming from Los Angeles! So
instead, I decided to steal a play from the
Republican playbook and I will blame all
the problems in sports on Los Angeles.
We start with the NHL~ which
wouldn't even be on this list if not for
Los Angeles. If the Kings never traded for
Wayne Gretzky, hockey wouldn't have
made it on the map. If it had just stayed in
Canada, we would still be laughing at it
like we do soccer and cricket.
Sure, hockey had its run, but that was
back when roller-skating on sidewalks in
a tank top, running shorts, tube socks, and

DOWNTOWN VALPARAISO
BEDROOM,

===_=w=a=n=t=e=d=t=o=B=u=y====

at

Crossword Solution

a bright neon cap was trendy. Those days
are long gone, and hockey should follow
suit: it should never enter the public eye
unless a creepy 48-year-old with a porn
star mustache decides to leave his apartment during daylight.
Next up: the NBA. The association
is in the playoffs, but the headlines are
dominated by the Lakers. News flash: the
Lakers didn't make the playoffs. In fact,
they had less wins than the Los Angeles
Clippers. That's sad, because I could get a
team of eighth graders with lazy eyes that
could challenge the Clippers.
Yet the Lakers are still relevant. The
team can't accumulate more wins than
the stepchild franchise of Los Angeles,
but they get the headlines? Only in Los
Angeles could something of such medi- .
ocrity receive so much publicity (I call it
Barbara Streisand Syndrome).
- MLB is next on the block. While
most run away from-Los Angeles, Arte
Moreno, owner of the Angels, is running to it Moreno wants. to be associated
with Los Angeles for marketability, but
must have Anaheim in the team's name
for contractual purposes. Solution: Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim.
Anaheim is not Los Angeles! It's
not even close (this is only an estimate,
but it's about three traffic Jams and· 62
Starbucks away). What next, the Chicago
Crusaders of Valparaiso? After all, Valpo
is only two traffic jams and 23 Starbucks
away, so it's closer in vicinity.
Finally, the NFL. The NBA, MLB,
and even the NCAA all have two- teams
in Los Angeles, but the NFL doesn't have
even one. CoiJll!l.issioner Paul Tagliabue
wishes to change this.
Tagliabue wants to capitalize on Los
Angeles's large market. The city used
to have two teams, but they both left for
smaller markets because they were able to
make more money outside L.A. So why
does the commissioner think something
has changed since?
There is a consensus to avoid expansion, so the only feasible option is a team
moving there. This leads to one result:
all teams looking for a new stadium deal
will hold their city ransom. The Cleveland

Browns and Houston Oilers did so in·the
'90s. Now, teams like the Indianapolis
Colts and Minnesota Vikings will do likewise.
As I fmish my stolen Republican play
and blame everything on Los Angeles,
I feel uneasy for not giving equal deference to both political parties. So I end by
stealing a play from the Democratic playbook: even though I didn't accomplish an
inkling of change by writing this article, I
will act like I did.
And with this glee of (feigned) pride,
I remember that it all goes back to the
pen. After all, it's just another day of
work, another box of stolen pens.

Joey is a ZL and can be reached at
joe.favata@valpo.edu. You can also
listen to Joey every Thursday night on
Valparaiso University s radio station, The
Source 95.1 FM. .
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Oosswad

Authentic
Mediterranean
Cuisine ... since 1985
Dine by candle light on ...
Tapas ... Unique Salads, Paella ...
Steaks ... Seafood
Homemade Soups & Desserts
Beer, Wine, Cappuccino & more

don Quijote liDlD01rts
Now Open!
The Only
Spanish
Restaurant
in Indiana

David's
Mens Clothier
Downtown Valparaiso -_
113 East Lincolnway
(219) 462-0012

Same Day
Tailoring
Jhane Barnes

Tallia
Torras
St. Corix
Riscatto

This Old House

Crossword 101

Solution- page 14

By Ed Canty

Across
1 Name dropper, e.g.
_5 Tree output
10Zipped
14 Run easily
15 Orthopedics concerns
16 Broadway attraction
17 Emeril's need
18 Locomotive garage
20 Tiger's ach.ievement
21 CEO's concern
22 Boring item
23 Informed
25 Troubles
: 27
Islands
29 Pavarotti offering
33 Revere
34 Branch Davidian & others
35 AMA,e.g.
36 Poverty stricken residential
area
37 Shows excessive fondness
38 Belmont Race Track, e.g.
39 Frank McCourt effort
40Wanders
41 Hilton offering
42 Dicken's Scrooge
44 Line of work
45 Nightingale and others
46Renege
4 7 Smart-mouthed
50 Track event
51 Frequently 54 Free round
57 Lay to rest
58 Spool and string
59 Change
60 Swiftly
61 For the second time
62 Suspicious
6~ Cinema's Hackman

Down
The Best
Selection
of Silk
Ties in
NW Indiana

15

1 Swill
2 Star
3 The Met
4 London clock

5 Atmospheric phenomenon
6 Glenn _ _
7 Burden
8 Operated
9 Composer Rorem
10 Partner
11 Follows spark or fire
12 Freedom from difficulty
13 Colorful worker
19 Arsenio and family
21 Like a poor excuse
24
as toast
25 Man and others
26 Scads
27 Moisten the turkey
28 Improvise
Banks
29
30 Picture palace
31 Angry
32 Watcher
34 Inlets
37 Catnap
38 Possessive pronoun
40 Color again
41 Bargain offering

43 Like some patronage jobs
44 Weight watchers snack
46 More sensible
47Legume
48 In a little while
49 Sebaceous gl~nd infection
50 Silent
52 Football Hall ofFamer
Tarkington 53 Font
55 Actor Holbrook
56 Heard in Pamplona
57 Container
Quotable Quote

Last night I stayed up
late playing poker with
Tarot cards. I got a full
house and four people
died.
• • • Steven -Wright

By GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
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Legal Trivia
Firsts Edition

This was to be the last
time anyone would park
too close to her car.

1) Who was the first postmaster general, in
1753?
.
.
2) Who was the first US Supreme Court chief
justice, in 1789?
3) Who was the only unanimously
president?

e~ected

US

4) Who was the first US president to be inaugurated in Washington, DC?
5) Who was the first US president to die in
office?
6) In what year did the first woman, victoria
Woodhall, run for President of the United
States?
7) Who was the first US president born west
of the Mississippi?

The cones finally had
a ~arget in sight- the
waiting had finally
paid off. It was time to
initiate the attack.

8) What state elected the first woman to US
Congress, in 19t6?
9) What state elected the first female governor, in 1925? ·
10) Who ·was the first U.S president to speak
on television?

They could hear the
approaching stampede10:50 AM had come so
quickly.
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